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- Academic partners
  - EURALEX
  - META-NET

- Main sponsors
  - iLEX
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  - ABBYY

- Supporting sponsors
  - KDictionaries
  - Oxford University Press
  - HTC (quietly brilliant)
  - HRUSKA.SI (sočne rešitve)
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- Site licence key:
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  - Cambridge University Press
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  - Foras na Gaeilge
  - Gothenburg University
  - Hiroshima University
  - Institut Libre Marie Haps
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  - Kwansei Gakuin University
  - Lexical Computing
  - Lexicom 2011
  - LSA2011
  - LTCPoznan
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PROGRAMME CHANGES

- Carolina Flinz: The microstructure of online linguistic dictionaries: obligatory and facultative elements CANCELLED DUE TO ILLNESS

- Ulrich Heid and Jan Timo Zimmermann: On the presentation of collocation data in online dictionaries MOVED TO FRIDAY 14:30 – 14:55 IN THE RED HALL

eLex 2011 INFORMATION POINT:
  ◦ conference room, 2nd floor

GALA DINNER:
  ◦ yellow notes
  ◦ Friday 19:00
  ◦ Group departure from hotel: 18:45

Receipts, certificates of attendance: email elex2011@trojina.si or come see Karmen
AIRPORT TRANSFER (Saturday):
  ◦ Book in advance:
    • By email (using code eLex2011) or
    • Write your name on the list on the notice board

EXHIBITION
  ◦ Displayed items not for sale
    • OUP leaflets
    • HTC + Apple – ask representatives
    • Abbyy – ask representatives
  ◦ Trojina’s books for sale (20% conference discount – see Karmen)